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April at the school is filled with events like the Annual Prize
Distribution, interviews with the Director and Principal,
leadership transitions among students, and the SPIC
MACAY cultural event. These activities celebrate student
achievements, offer insights from school leaders, nurture
leadership skills, and promote Indian classical music
appreciation. The anticipation for upcoming events in May
adds to the excitement of the school's ongoing journey.





Sunbeam Annapurna's Annual prize
distribution on April 16, 2024, featured

Saraswati Vandana, dance
performances, poetry, and interviews

with top students. The event recognized
outstanding individuals like Block All

Rounders, FA Toppers, teachers, and
support staff, highlighting the school's

dedication to fostering future
champions.



Epiphany, a candid interview with the Deputy Director of
Sunbeam School Annapurna, Ms. Amrita Burman ma'am,  
who reflected on the challenges and triumphs of
leadership, emphasizing the importance of collaboration,
adaptability, and empathy in fostering a culture of
innovation and growth. With a keen focus on harnessing
the collective potential of teams, ma'am's  leadership
philosophy transcends traditional hierarchies,
empowering individuals to realize their fullest potential
and driving organizational excellence forward into the
future.



Sunbeam Annapurna students had the privilege of
interviewing our esteemed Principal, Mrs. Mamta Jaiswal
Ma'am, and what an enriching and fun experience it was to

know her more!

From her vision for educational excellence to her personal
anecdotes of leadership.

Every moment
was a treasure

trove of learning
and inspiration.

Epiphany



The Monitor's Investiture Ceremony at our school
serves as a cornerstone event to celebrate and

empower newly elected student leaders, including class
and bus monitors. Highlighted by inspiring speeches
about leadership from the principal and teachers, the

event included the taking of a solemn pledge led by the
principal Ma'am, reinforcing the monitors'

commitment to uphold school values and lead by
example.
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Safe on the road, in a seat just right,
Through towns and fields, we travel
by night.
Buses glide where the wild winds
blow,
Carrying us safely, to and fro

STAY SAFE



In the realm where words fail, music speaks, Spic Macay(Society
for the Promotion of Indian Classical Music and Culture Amongst

Youth) took centre stage weaving enchanting melodies that
transcends language and touched the depths of our souls.The
students of Sunbeam Annapurna witnessed the captivating
melodies of Pt. Rajendra Prasanna Ji's flute with the perfect

synchronisation of the tabla beats of Pt. Lalit Kumar Ji
accompanied with Shri. Pranjal Singh Ji. The students were
transported into the world of rhythm and timeless beauty

understanding the delicate concepts of our classical music and
our very own artists.

Society for the              Promotion of Indian
 Classical Music and Culture Amongst Youth
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